Welcome friend, you’re finally here! We’ve thought things through so you can check in, enjoy our hotel, charge up and go explore the crazy great city of Copenhagen.

The lobby is where everything happens. Well, except the sleeping part. Hang out, grab some papers or magazines, boot up your favorite e-device, - Or simply just discover the big magic FLOS lamp. We call it - The Big Thing...

Onwards, dear explorer. After a day of all that Copenhagen jazz, you’ll probably be pleased to hear that your room is centrally heated, or individually chilled. You’ll probably find the power button on your TV set without any complications, and WiFi is free for those who seek.

Meeting facilities, anyone? We’ve got that. Round up as many as 80 colleagues and have your meetings here. Our bright rooms are great for brilliant ideas with their huge windows and glorious AV equipment. Make sure you take a break or two, whether it’s the inevitable youtube-break, coffee top up or for a bit of fresh air in the courtyard.
AT THE DOORSTEP OF COPENHAGEN

STEP OUTSIDE, AND YOU’LL FIND YOURSELF IN VESTERBROGADE, A BUZZING SHOPPING STREET. THE BEST WAY TO GET AROUND IN COPENHAGEN IS BY BICYCLE. SOME 9 000 PASS BY OUR FRONT STEPS EVERY DAY.

VESTERBRO:
Out the door, make a left. Famous for small bars, nice restaurants, and some of the most trendy clubs in town. Make sure you visit “Kødbyen”, the former butchers market, for an unforgettable atmosphere in trendy surroundings.

BOUTIQUE SHOPPING?
But of course mon cher. Door, left and then right. You’ll find yourself in “Gammel Kongevej” with it’s small shops, trendy boutiques, and too many cafés to mention. Walk some 300 meters past Fredriksberg Town Hall, and you’ll find Fredriksberg shopping center to your left.

STRØGET:
Out the door, to the right. Walk some 700 meters and you’ll find the famous pedestrian shopping street of Strøget, where you’ll find just about anything money can buy. Make sure to stroll around Old Copenhagen city center while your there.

We take pride in helping you stay off the touristy stuff and experience Copenhagen the way locals do, if you’re so inclined. If you have anything special in mind, just ask at the reception.